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1. Introduction 

In this paper we are dealing with a large scale linear 

programming problem having a block-diagonal structure with 

coupling constraints. Such problems (P) are of the form 
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K 
mi n z = ex = l: e k x k 

k=l 

(P) can also be written 

mi n z ex 

K 
l: Ak xk = b 

k=l 
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(m constraints ) 

k=l, . .. , K 

where Xk={xk I Dkxk=dk' xk?:.Q IJ. or in more compact form 

min z ex 

Ax b 

X E X 

where X= {x I x= ( X 1' . • • ' X K) ' X{X1, X 2EX2 , . .. , XKEXK}. 

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the convex 

polytopes Xk are bounded and not empty. Extensions to more 

complicatei situations are straightforward. 

The purpose of this paper is to show that the 

classical Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition method as for instance 

presented in Lasdon [1], is just a Lagrange relaxation 

approach. 

In section 2 we decompose the problem (P) applying a 

Lagrange relaxation method, thus 

(linear programming problems} 

obtaining 

and an 

K subproblems 

unconstrained 

maximization problem of a concave (dual} function. This last 

problem can be solved using a subgradient method, or, as 

shown in section 3, using linear programming . The 

application of generalized linear programming to the dual of 

the last mentioned linear progra~ming problem gives the 

theoretical basis for the development of the Dantzig-Wolfe 
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decomposition algorithm . 

We assume that the reader has a previous knowledge of 

Lagrange relaxation, generalized linear programming and the 

Dantzig-Wolfe method . The main contribution of this paper is 

to show the deep connections between these methods~ 

2. Lagrange relaxation 

Let us associate with each coupling constraint "i" of 

(P) a dual variable IT 1ER. We denote by ITE~ the row-vector 

of dual variables. The Lagrange function will be 

L (x,IT) = ex- IT(Ax-b) 

and the dual function will be 

min [L(x,IT)] 
X£ X 

min [(c-ITA)xl + ITb 
X£ X 

Then, the computation of the dual function decomposes into 

the solution of K subproblems (Sk) as 

Min 

subject to 

where ck are the reduced costs (ck=ck-ITAk). These 
subproblems are linear programming problems of very much 

smaller size than the original problem, then for given IT the 

computation of tha ~ual function value is reduced to the 

solution of K independent linear programming problems. 

The dual problem (D) of (P) is the following 
unconstrained maximization problem 

max L(IT) 

ITE~ 

We know from duality theory {see Geoffrion [2] or [3]) 
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the following properties of (D) (L(IT) is a concave function). 

If X is feasible in (P) and IT is feasible in (D) then 
L(IT) s ex 

* * * (x ,IT ) is a saddle point for L(x,IT) if and only if x 
* is feasible in (P), n is feasible in (D), and 

* * L< rr ) ex 

If xk denotes an optimal solution to (Skl for given IT, 

then the vector 

b- Ax 

is a subgradient of L(lll at the point IT. 

Thus the solution of the dual problem reduces to the 

search for the maximum of a concave function, for which a 

subgradient is known at every point, therefore a subgradient 

method can be applied, see [4]. 

3. Solving the dual as a linear programming problem 

Since the optimum of (Sk) is always reached at 

a vertex of Xk' the dual function can be expressed as 

L(IT) 
K 

nb + E 
k=l 

where the finite set Yk contains the 
Xk,Jr-1, ... ,K, or in more compact form 

L(IT) = ITb + mi n [ ( e-ITA) y] 
yEY 

vertices of 

where Y contains the vertices of X, with elements 
y { yll y2 I 0 0 0 0 0 ? } 

Obviously, the dual problem (D) is equivalent to the 

following linear programming problem 

* L (IT ) max v 

v s ITb + ( e-ITA) yt, 

which can also be written as 
* L (IT ) = max v 

V - IT ( b-Ay t ) S 

---------------

t ey , 

t=1 I 21 • • • ,p 

t= 1 I 2 I • • • I P 
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The dual problems reads 
p 

min I: (cyt) ut 
t= 1 

p t 
I: (b-Ay ) ut 0 

t= 1 

p 
I: 

t= 1 

0 , 

1 

V t 
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This linear programming problem contains (m+l) constraints 

and an enormous number of variables. To be able to apply 

generalized linear programming, we must know whether there 

is an efficient method to find the variable u
5 

such that 

min {cyt + ll(b-Ayt)-vJ 
t 

That is we are looking for the column s such that 

cy5 + ll(b-Ay5
) = min {cyt+ll(b-Ayt)J 

t 

This is equivalent to looking for 
Min {llb+(c-llA)x} 

which is equivalent to evaluating the dual function L(ll) at 

the point n. 
That is our procedure for column generation and it is 

nothing else but the method to compute L(ll) consisting of 

solving, for given value of n, the K subproblems sk. The 
solutions thus obtained give an element y 5 of Y. Now the 

well-known Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition algorithm can be 
developed as for instance in Lasdon [1]. 

4. Concluding remarks 

In this paper we decompose a large scale linear 

programming problem having a block-diagonal -structure with 

coupling constraints using a Lagrange relaxation method . We 

show that two types of algorithms can be developed, the 

first one is based on a subgradient approach while the 

second one is the well-known Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition 
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algorithm . The first approach is of particular interest to 
* obtain q~ickly a good approximation to L(fi ) and good lower 

* bounds on Z . This approach has been applied with success to 

many large scale problems, see for instance Held et al. [4]. 

The second approach is recommended when suitable procedures 

for column generation are available, for applications see 

for instance [ 1J . 
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RELAKSACJA LAGRANZIANA A DEKOMPOZYCJA DANTZIGA-WOLFE'A 

Celem artykulu jest ukazanie glebokich powi&zan 
pomiedzy technikami odwoluj&cymi sie do relaksacji 
Lagranziana a znanymi metodami dekompozycji Danziga-Wolfe'a. 

PETIAKCAUH~ TIAfPAHlHAHA A llEKOMn03HUH~ llAHUHfA-BOflb~A 

Uenb CTaTbM COCTOMT B yKa3aHMM rny5oKMX CBH3eH He*~Y 

HeTO~aHM OTHOCH~MHMCH K penaKCaUMM flarpaH*MaHa, a M3BeCTHMHM 
HeTO~aHM ~eKoHn03MUMM llaHUMra-Bonb$a 


